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‘There was a need for national self-expression — to show
the West that, in all realms including science, Indians
were equals’, replied Noble laureate Dr S Chandrasekhar
when he was asked: ‘Why was there a sudden surge of
modern scientists of international repute in the first
three decades of 20th century in India?’ This reply, on
one hand, reflects the discriminatory and hegemonic
tendency of the West (the British) against the Indians,
and, on the other, it precisely captures and highlights
the patriotic spirit of those world-class scientists who
squarely challenged the oppressive colonial power as
the warriors of struggle to attain swatantrata (स्वतंत्रता).

The Vision of India’s Enlightened Souls
The long awaited Swatantrata, a cherished dream of
several generations, was a fruition of great struggle.
This struggle has been marked as a unique saga
of indomitable courage, unparalleled sacrifice and
extraordinary valour of unyielding men and women
in the annals of our history. We owe a lot to them.
Therefore, one of the main objectives of the celebration
of the 75th year of Swatantrata is to remember them and
pay humble tributes to these heroes of the struggle.

Novelty of British Expansion in India
Compared to previous invaders the British had
distinctly unconventional schemes, methods and
tools to realise these
goals. The distinctness
and unconventionality
of tools or methods
was due to the newly
born
‘science’
in
England. The expansion
and consolidation of
British rule, first by the
East India Company
and later by the British
crown, was achieved
by exercising ‘science’.
Surpassing all bounds
of previous invasions, in
terms of magnitude and

consequences, the British invasion turned out to be the
most devastative, patently because of ‘science’.
The British rule in India began with their victory
against the Nawab of Bengal at Plassey, in June 1757.
The beginning of the first industrial revolution in
England around 1760 coincided with this episode.
Another essential factor for the growth of industries
is natural resources. Without losing much time, the
Company established the Survey of India in 1767 to
explore and map the natural riches of Indian territory in
a scientific manner. The science was thus administered
for the first time to plunder India’s natural wealth. It has
been established today that Britain stole around worth
$45 trillion from India during its rule of 190 years.

Aim to Obliterate Indian Identity
The Oxford History of the British Empire has explicitly
described the other ‘higher’ aim. In the introduction of its
fifth volume, ‘Macaulay held arrogant but representative
views on England’s cultural ascendancy in the world
and what he believed to be the benevolent impact of
British rule in India and elsewhere. The controversial
Minute on Education, written in India in 1835, managed
to reconcile British realpolitik and idealism in a way
that left a lasting mark on subsequent interpretations
of British rule: ‘It is impossible for us, with our limited
means, to attempt to
Banaras Hindu University
educate the body of
the people. We must at
present do our best to
form a class who may be
interpreters between us
and the millions whom
we govern; a class of
persons, Indian in blood
and colour, but English
in taste, in opinions, in
morals, and in intellect.’
It is crystal clear that
the ‘higher’ aim was to
obliterate the Indian
identity and replace
that with British ideas

and ideals. This was an attack
on the very identity, i.e.,
‘swa’ of the nation. The most
effective tool to achieve this
‘higher’ goal, obviously, was
‘science’.
The foul play of colonisers
based on ‘science’ has been
exposed
by
renowned
scholar Ashish Nandy. He
writes, ‘The reader may
remember popular anecdotes about colonial
adventurers, or scientifically-minded explorers who
sometimes scared off or impressed the natives of Asia
and Africa with new forms of black magic based on the
discoveries of modern science. The civilizing mission
of colonialism thrived on this folklore of encounter
between western science and savage superstitions. But
in each such instance, it was science that was put to the
use of the colonial state; the state was not put to the
use of science.’ It was a serious attempt of British rulers
to conquer the ‘swa' of India by using ‘science’.

Challenging British Intellectual Hegemony
It was the domain of science from where the conch was
blown to challenge the British intellectual hegemony. Dr
Mahendralal Sircar, a successful medical practitioner
and a science enthusiast with brilliant scholarship,
having experienced the bitter hegemonic attitude of
the adherents of western science, rose against the
sheer injustice and pledged to establish a swadeshi
scientific institution. With the help of munificent fellow
Indians he established an Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science (IACS) in 1876, which was ‘solely
native and purely national’. It was a beginning of
science movement with a swadeshi spirit that stirred
up genius young minds. One brightest star among the
patriotic scientists who sprang up from IACS was Dr
C V Raman, a first ‘non-white’ scientist who won a
Nobel Prize in 1930.
Acharya Jagadis Chandra Bose, well known as the
first Indian scientist of the modern era, displayed
amazing Indian intellectual capabilities to the
world, especially to the West. As a patriot,
he did a first ‘satyagraha’ (सत्याग्रह).
Upon his return to India from
England (1884), after completing
his studies in Physics with high
distinction, he was willing
to teach Physics. Here he
confronted injustice and
racial
discrimination
inflicted by the British rule,
under which the Education
service was practically
segregated
into
two
distinct racial camps —
Jagadish Chandra Bose

Imperial Service for the
British and the Provincial
Service for Indians, having
the very same duties and
responsibilities, but with
much lower pay. After
entering on his duties,
Bose found that this twothirds pay was to be further
reduced by one half, since
his appointment was only
Bose Institute Kolkata
officiating. In other words,
he was to get one-third of the normal pay. Refusing
to submit to this oppression, Bose initiated a struggle
with protest, a satyagraha. His biographer Prof Patrick
Geddes says: ‘From the first he was very clear as to his
course — that of performing all that could be asked from
him and more; but at the same time he resolved to do
all in his power throughout his career towards raising
the status of Indian professors. He decided on a new
form of protest, and maintained it with unprecedented
definiteness and pertinacity..., he resolved never to
touch the cheque received by him monthly as his pay;
and continued this for three years’. British authorities
yielded before this determined nonviolent resistance.
In 1895, he made a groundbreaking discovery
through which he pioneered wireless communication in
the history of modern science. Bose, a first non-white
scientist who created radiant imprints in the domain of
modern science, was driven with a nationalistic spirit.
Another illustrious scientist, was Acharya Prafulla
Chandra Ray. To raise the diminishing spirit of Indians
he wrote the book, History of Hindu Chemistry
highlighting the remarkable development of chemistry
in India from early times. In a similar vein,
to cultivate self-confidence in the
hearts of countrymen to achieve selfreliance, he successfully established
a first science-based swadeshi
industry, the Bengal Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Works, in 1901.
Along with Dr Mahendralal Sircar,
JC Bose and PC Ray, the galaxy of
leading lights of Indian science initiated
a vigorous and creative struggle in
the domain of science to achieve
swatantrata.
Paying tributes to these
science warriors will be truly
meaningful and fruitful if we
could imbibe their spirit and
understand their dream
about swatantra Bharat.
The author is the National Organising
Secretary of Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA).
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As we step into the 75th year of India’s independence, we salute the indomitable spirit of Indian scientists, science
communicators, and science teachers during the Indian Independence Movement. We remember their unmatched
contribution as individuals, institutions, and movements that laid the foundation of our present-day Science & Technology.
On this facet of science during the Indian Independence Movement, CSIR-National Institute of Science Communication
& Policy Research (CSIR-NIScPR), in association with Vigyan Prasar, DST, Govt. of India and Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA), is
organizing a two days National Conference for Science Communicators and Science Teachers. This conference will be
in hybrid mode on the theme “Indian Independence Movement & the Role of Science” during November 29-30, 2021, at
CSIR-National Physical Laboratory (CSIR-NPL) Auditorium, New Delhi.

Topics for the Conference
Science as a Tool for Subjugation

Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Movements

Science helped British to rule over India. In the colonial times
science was used as an imperialist tool for utilizing the resources
of India for the commercial development of Europeans, while
the scientific abilities of Indians were questioned.

Swadeshi movement motivated Indians to learn science
and begin industrialization. First “non-white” scientist, CV
Raman created history when he won the Noble Prize in 1930.

Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Scientists

Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Policy and
Planning

During 19th-20th century, Indians started working in British
sponsored scientific enterprises but soon realised that
these enterprises were serving British interests. The vision
of self reliance in the field of science emerged and gave
rise to the modern Indian scientific research. The pioneers
include Sir JC Bose, Acharya PC Ray, Sir CV Raman etc.

Self-reliance movement in science resulted in establishment
of swadeshi scientific institutions. Sir Ashutosh Mukherjee
established a University College of Science in Calcutta in
1914 completely unaided by the colonial British Government.
Such institutions gave further impetus to planning of
scientific activities in India.

Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Institutions
– Academic, Industrial & Research

Science as a Tool for Liberation: Vision of Our Scientists

Vision of “Self-reliance” during colonial times encouraged
Indian scientists and patriots to establish their own
scientific institutions and industries. Dr. Mahendralal Sircar,
established Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science
in 1876. Acharya P C Ray established The Bengal Chemical
and Pharmaceutical Works in 1901.

Indian scientists during freedom struggle emphasised
on social harmony, equality, rationalism, secularism and
universalism. Acharya PC Ray once said, ‘no political
renaissance is possible without the full development of
the intellectual (scientific) and industrial resources of the
country.’ Their vision was to develop and utilize science for
national resurrection and reconstruction.

Entries for popular articles, posters, essays, poems, radio docudrama scripts, short films
on the topics of the conference are welcomed in Hindi or English only.
Abstract Submission: Send in your entries to megaconf.communicators@vigyanprasar.gov.in by November 18, 2021.
•A
 uthors of selected abstracts will be given a chance for oral presentation. Abstract guidelines: within 350 words,
Justified text, Ft Style-Times New Roman (English) and Kruti Dev (Hindi), Ft size 14 for heading, 10 for authors details,
12 for the text, Word file as well as PDF should be submitted.
• No TA/DA is permissible for attending the conference.
• Selected entries would feature in Conference proceedings that will be produced later.
•O
 nly selected 200 participant will be able to participate in person at CSIR-NPL Auditorium, New Delhi and rest will be
joining online (Link will be communicated).
Registration Details: To participate in the conference, please register at https://swavigyan75.in/latest-update

The last date for registration is November 22, 2021, Monday
For all those participating as online delegates at the conference, the online link shall be announced shortly.
• Inaugural Session
• Keynote Address: Indian Independence Movement
& the Role of Science
• Session 1: Science as a Tool for Subjugation
• Session 2: Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Scientists
• Session 3: Science as a Tool for Liberation: Role of Institutions
– Academic, Industrial & Research
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Day 2: November 30, 2021 (Tuesday)
• Session 4: Science as a Tool for Liberation:
Role of Movements
• Session 5: Science as a Tool for Liberation:
Role of Policy & Planning
• Session 6: Science as a Tool for Liberation:
Vision of Our Scientists
• Manthan & Valedictory Session
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